
We CAN, and NEED TO, ���
do better forest management in Oregon	




. . . . In memory of Amon . . . .	


Amon died, a year ago, of 
neuroblastoma, after a 

painful year in Doernbecher 
hospital.  	


	

He and his mother lived in 
the top area of Wheeler, 

repeatedly hit with forestry 
herbicide spray drift for the 

last eight years.	

	


A toxicologist has told me 
that neuroblastoma rates 

are skyrocketing, and that it 
is strongly related to 

herbicides.	

	

	

	




Oregon's regulation of forestry 
practices is in total disarray:���
���
���
* Robbing local jurisdictions of millions 
of dollars of revenue every year.���
���
* Losing most of our forests' value 
through short-term profiteering.���
 ���
* Poisoning citizens and communities 
with dangerously harmful chemicals.���
 ���
* Depriving us of our constitutional 
rights to redress against corporations 
poisoning our citizens.���
���
* Ignoring the vast financial risk of 
logging-activated landslides.���
 ���
* Exposing local and state jurisdictions 
to immense potential for class-action 
lawsuits.���
	




WHAT DO WE NEED FOR SUCCESSFUL OREGON FORESTRY?���
���
1. PROHIBIT ALL ROUTINE USE OF HERBICIDES ���
    IN FORESTRY AND ALONG ROADWAYS.���
���
2.  INCREASE  MINIMUM FORESTRY ROTATIONS ���
     TO 240 YEARS ON ALL FORESTS IN OREGON.���
���
3.  BAN SLASHBURNS, ENCOURAGE BIOMASS OPTIONS.���
���
4.  PROHIBIT CLEAR-CUTS WHERE POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR LANDSLIDES ���
     AFFECTING  HOMES, COMMUNITIES, HIGHWAYS.���
���
5.  REPEAL PORTIONS OF RIGHT TO FARM AND FOREST ACT ���
     PREVENTING LEGAL ACTION AGAINST CORPORATE FORESTRY.���
���
6.  ENSURE RESTITUTION TO PEOPLE POISONED BY FORESTRY PESTICIDE SPRAYING���
     IN CURRY COUNTY (AND ELSEWHERE). ���
���
7.  RAISE HARVEST TAXES TO LEVELS EQUAL TO OR ABOVE  WASHINGTON, ���
     TO PROVIDE INCOME TO AFFECTED LOCAL JURISDICTIONS.���
���
8.  SEPARATE ENFORCEMENT OF OREGON FORESTRY LAWS ���
     FROM THE AGENCIES THAT ADMINISTER THEM.���
���
	




1.  PROHIBIT ALL ROUTINE USE OF HERBICIDES IN 
FORESTRY AND ALONG ROADWAYS.���

	

•  Thirty years of evidence indicates 
major pesticide impacts on human 
health, many of which INCREASE at 
very low level exposure, and affect 
current and future generations.���
���
•  EPA recommends, and other 
states now require, considerably 
larger spray buffers than Oregon.���
���
•  US Forest Service has replaced 
herbicide spraying with early 
planting, hand and mechanical 
release, and longer rotations to 
improve productivity and health 
impacts.���
���
•  Multiple-chemical-sensitivity is 
now recognized as increasing in 
prevalence and an important 
impact of pesticide use.	

	




The harmful history of Oregon 
forestry herbicide use is inexcusable.	


Over forty people were poisoned in 2013 by multiple illegal sprayings of	

their homes -not forest lands – with aerial forestry herbicides in Curry 
County, Oregon.	

	

One is dead, one in intensive treatment, the rest with serious ongoing 
health issues. It took seven months to get any Oregon government agency 
to even release what poisons they were sprayed with. 	

	

One man told us that his nearby neighbors have buried 12 deer, 2 sheep, 
and several dogs that died from a "wasting disease". [They could eat all	

they wanted, but couldn’t absorb the food, shrank to skin and bones, and 
died.] He sighed, then added, "And I have the same wasting disease. I've 
lost 45 pounds, can't work, and need a cane just to get down our stairs."	




James Aldridge (46)  stands in his bedroom with the 
various medications he is required to take for liver 

disease, which he says is due to herbicides sprayed on 
his land and water supply.	




WHEELER:	

	


For eight years 
now, the 

watershed 
around 	


Wheeler has 
been 

continuously 
logged, 	


and each 
logging area 
sprayed with 

herbicides 
TWICE, 	


with spray 
drift affecting 

the town.	


(2008)	




The city water tower, doctors’ office, ���
and senior care center were directly ���

spray-impacted the first year..	




ODF recently showed these images to a 
state legislative committee, to show 

“need for herbicides”.	




Scotch broom ���
is a BENEFICIAL, ���

nitrogen-nutrient 
producing, ���

conifer-growth-
enhancing plant, ���

���
that is shaded out ���

as the conifers grow, ���
without any need ���
to spray poisons.	




So it might better be said that ���
here is a healthy conifer seedling ���
- growing better by being shaded, ���

and being given nitrogen nutrients, ���
by surrounding scotch broom. 	




These ODF images imply that herbicide-killing the scotch 
broom improved the growth of these conifers.  But these are 

older plants, and their color is still off from impacts ���
ON THEM from the herbicides.  Scotch broom will return, 

regardless, but will die, regardless, when shaded out by the 
conifers overhead.	




There is NO NEED for routine 
herbicide use in Oregon forests.	

•  Their use has been banned in National 

Forests, which still successfully grow 
timber.���
	


•  Even if their use was “profitable”, their 
externalized costs are far greater.���
	


•  Even if need for them really existed, long 
rotations can reduce their impact by 
80–90%���
	


•  Oregon has a number of successful 
sustainable timber harvest companies 
that use NO herbicides.	




*  Harmful drift outside application areas happens – period.  
Microclimate air movement in hilly terrain is unavoidable, and shifts 
without warning.���
���
*  Particle and vapor drift from both spray and volatilization cannot 
be ignored. ���
���
*  Interactive health impacts of carriers, “inerts”, interaction of 
components, multiple spray chemicals, cannot be predicted.���
���
*  Health impacts of compounds created and volatilized from spray 
chemicals in slash burn cannot be ignored.���
���
*  There can be NO margin of error for “when things don’t go as 
planned”. ���
���
*  Impacts on health-impaired individuals and at-risk populations – 
chemically-sensitive, respiratory-impaired, aged, children, infants, and 
pregnant women are too great to permit ANY use.���
	


Buffers, notification, minimum exposure requirements 
are necessary, but not adequate oversight 	


for forestry herbicides. 	




2.  INCREASE 
MINIMUM 
FORESTRY 

ROTATIONS TO 
240 YEARS ON 
ALL FORESTS IN 

OREGON.���
	


Small 
landouwners 

can be grouped 
to share yearly 

sales.	




“OK, you’ve got to be TOTALLY CRAZY 
to suggest that . . . .���

���
���

. . . . or know some secret ���
the rest of us don’t know.”	




OF COURSE 
I’m totally 

crazy.���
���

Any sane person 
would be in this 

weird world 
we’ve created.���

���
. . . . But I DO���

know a ���
SECRET . . . .	




STUMPS ���
���

* ���
DON’T ���

���

* ���
GROW ���

���

* ���
TIMBER	




I repeat . . . . ���
	


STUMPS DON’T GROW TIMBER	




Solar energy is what grows our trees. ���
���

It takes 20 years, every time a forest is cut, to even 
fully capture the sunlight that fuels forest growth.	




Sunlight,���
���

healthy living trees,���
 with full canopy capturing sunlight;���

���
 healthy, intact fungal mats ���

in the ground;���
���

healthy, nutrient rich ���
non-eroded soil���

���
is what grows timber!	




More than HALF of current ���
40-year timber rotations ���

produce NO merchantable timber	


That’s why 
LONGER 
rotations 
produce 
FAR MORE 
timber 	

per year 
than 
SHORT 
rotations	




With Oregon having 30 million acres ���
of forests, this means that:���

���
Just going from 40 year ���
to 100 year rotations, ���

Oregon’s forests can produce ���
390,000,000 MORE cubic feet 

of timber per year. ���
���

 . . . . so WHY do we do SHORT rotations?	




Longer rotations continue to produce ���
FAR MORE timber	




	

•  Scoping	

•  Bidding	

•  Logging	

•  Trucking	

•  Site prep / slashburn	


•  Herbicides	

•  Planting	

•  Release	

•  Fertilizing	

•  Thinning	

•  Administrative oversight	


Long rotations also slash ���
forestry COSTS. ���

Most expenses come from repeted logging and replanting, ���
which can be reduced 80–90%:	




So look at this AGAIN. . . It is CORE ���
to meaningful Oregon forest management.	


LONGER 
rotations 
produce 	

3.6 times 

more timber 	

per year 

than SHORT 
rotations, 

plus 
dramatically 

reducing 
COSTS and 
negative 

impacts on 
other forest 

benefits.	




A long rotation doesn’t mean we don’t harvest 
any trees for 240 years.���

���
It means we harvest a smaller percent of any 

forestland holding each year.  ���
���

But that smaller acreage per year 
produces considerably MORE, and more 
valuable, timber than large acreages 

cut on short rotations ���
���

. . . . AND reduces costs!	




Why do we overplant our forests?	




Overplanting and short rotations cause ���
fire vulnerability and thinning costs. 	




Plant for BIG trees and long rotations:	


•  Planting trees twice as 
far apart for mature 
tree spacing reduces 
planting costs by 75%.���
	


•  Not overplanting 
eliminates thinning 
costs.���
	


•  Long rotations 
eliminate 80–90% of all 
replanting needs and 
costs.	




!
"Efficient use is often ASSUMED to be short-rotation management – 

an assumption that is NOT true from the standpoints of:���
���

(1) maximizing total wood production; ���
���

(2) substituting harvest of wood products through thinning ���
for suppression mortality; ���

���
(3) producing high-quality and high-valued wood products; ���

���
(4) maintaining long-term forest productivity; and���

���
(5) conserving bio-diversity, the capacity of forest ecosystems to 

meet the needs and desires of future generations."  ���
���

[ It is also not true in terms of total financial profit. ]���
���

 Andrew B. Carey, Bruce R. Lippke and John Sessions, "Intentional Systems Management: 
Managing Forests for Biodiversity," JOURNAL OF SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY, Vol 9(3/4) 1999.	


  LONG ROTATIONS ���
GENERATE FAR GREATER BENEFITS	




* Three- to five-fold reduction in clearcuts���
* More timber volume produced per year���

* Reduced need for herbicides and slash burning���
* Higher quality and higher value timber���

* Reduced operating costs���
���

* Reduction in administrative expenses���
* Increased annual revenues on a long term basis���

* Improved age distributions and ecological diversity���
* Avoided soil erosion, sedimentation, and damage to soil 

fungal mats vital to forest productivity.���
���

Long rotations can TRIPLE current TIMBER yields, ���
and give a TEN-FOLD increase in net economic returns ���

from timber production.	


Longer rotations solve most forestry 
issues:	




One analysis, way back in 1989, showed that ���
the better wood quality and quantity ���

of long rotations, ���
elimination of multiple 20-year “stump times”, ���

and savings from eliminating need ���
for multiple replantings, ���

���
( . . . hang on here . . . )���

���
INCREASED net income per year 10-FOLD: ���

from  $220,000/acre  to  $2,015,000/acre!���
���

(and this was only increasing rotations from 60 to 180 
years)	


“The Economics of Sustainable Forestry” Mark Wigg, 	

Society of American Foresters, 1989	




So with Oregon having ���
30 million acres of forests:���

���
Longer timber rotations ���

(even just 180 years) ���
could produce ���

an INCREASED income of (roughly)���
$53 TRILLION per year ���

���
(that’s $53,850,000,000,000)���

���
���

(and that’s JUST on the timber-production dimension of forests)	




OK, so  . . . . WHO is crazy????	


We’re letting cut-and-run forestry rob 
our economy and our communities.	




“Continuation of the recent 
trend toward very short 
rotations can only mean:���
���
* sharply reduced productivity 
relative to potential, ���
���
*restriction of future 
management options, ���
���
*reduction in nontimber 
benefits, and ���
���
*exacerbation of anti-forestry 
attitudes among the public.”	


“The most recent phase of forest management 	

in the Pacific Northwest – dominated by large 
clearcuts and short rotations – has been a political 
and social disaster.”���

	
 	
Robert O. Curtis, USFS Forestry Sciences Laboratory	




AND . . . . the NON-TIMBER value ���
of forest lands ���

FAR exceeds that of timber production.	




The&Outdoor&RecreaUon&Industry&Is&a&
Larger&Engine&of&Growth!
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ExisUng&Jobs&
Timber!Industry! 25_30,000!
Outdoor!RecreaMon!Industry! 140,000!
Oregon! 1,700,000!

New&Jobs&
Timber!Industry!(Wyden!Bill)! 1,600!(?)!Total!
Outdoor!RecreaMon!Industry! 7,000/Year!
Oregon,!Total! 4,000/Month!

!
Logging in ways that harm other forestland uses 	


cost us greatly. 	

THE OUTDOOR RECREATION INDUSTRY ���

IS NOW A FAR MORE PROFITABLE USE OF FORESTLAND.	


 Ernest Niemi, Natural Resource Economics   	


	




RECREATION DEVELOPMENT possible with 
long rotation harvesting can produce annual 
revenues in the order of FIVE TO TEN TIMES 
current timber revenues.���
���
���
*  A 1990 Forest Service study showed that just recreation 
FEES could be THREE TIMES AS GREAT as revenues from timber.���
���
���
*  Forest Service studies in 1989 and 1990 showed tourism, 
hunting, and recreation producing $122 billion vs logging 
revenues of $13 billion - TEN TIMES AS GREAT! ���
	




Tourists (our biggest coastal industry) are saying: ���
���

“I can’t stand being surrounded by stumps and dead forests.  
I’m not coming back.”	




Retirement transfer payments are also one of the 
largest elements of our coastal economy.���

���
Would this make you want to retire here?	




FISHERIES RESTORATION possible with long 
rotation harvesting can produce annual revenues 
in the order of SEVEN TO TWENTY TIMES current 
timber revenues.���
���
���
*  Salmon from the Smith River in California, even heavily 
damaged by logging, produced $7.8 million/year - more than 
the entire logging revenues from the basin.���
���
*  A Forest Service study on the Salmon River in Idaho showed 
that a $14 million logging operation resulted in a $100 
million salmon revenue loss.	




FISHERIES IMPACTS from clear-cut forestry are 
huge.	


Herbicide poisoning, sedimentation, water 
temperature impacts, effects on nutrient and 
food sources severely impact fish populations and 
health.  Sedimentation from clearcuts reduces 
salmon egg hatching in streams more than 50%.	

	




SEDIMENTATION ���
OF RIVERS AND ESTUARIES 
FROM FORESTRY CLEAR-CUTS ���
impact more than just fish.	


Soil loss, and 
subsequent costs of 
siltation in estuaries 
and hydroelectric 
reservoirs is ignored 
by ODF.	

	

116,000 TONS of silt 
flow into just the 
Nehalem River estuary 
EVERY YEAR, virtually 
all from clearcuts.  
Dredging costs are 
immense.	

	

Our communities are 
required to pay huge 
costs of complex water 
treatment facilities 
just to deal with 
siltation.���
	




OTHER BENEFITS OF LONG ROTATIONS:	

	

•  Special forest products, such as mushrooms and medicinals, 

can produce significant annual revenues	

•  Better soil, air, and water quality	

•  Improved wildlife habitat	

•  Forage and browse for domestic livestock	

•  Landscape effect	

•  Protection against flood and erosion	

•  Use of water resources 	

•  Freeing people, and funds to pay them, ���

for more meaningful work	

•  Hydrological and long-term ���

site productivity benefits	


So the TOTAL net economic value of long rotation forests 
appears to be roughly TWENTY to THIRTY TIMES	

that of present management practices!	




	  	


Carbon&Values&Far&Outweigh&Timber&
Values!
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���
Carbon sequestering value far exceeds all other economic dimensions.���

 It alone amounts to 20 TIMES the income from logging. ���
 ���
	


Ernest Niemi, Natural Resource Economics	

	


The Carbon Value of our forest trees 	

alone far outweighs timber value:	




	  	
 Healthy soils are vital.  ���
���

Herbicide poisoning, clearcutting 
removal of trees, erosion, groundwater 

changes, destruction of complex 
ecological interactions destroy soil 

health.���
���

Roots, fungal mats, etc. hold soil, 
water, create and transform nutrients, 

and are vital to forest health.  ���
���

The carbon sequestering value of 
healthy forest SOILS ���

even exceeds the carbon sequestering 
value ���

of the tree biomass above the ground.	


And HALF of a forest’s biomass	

is in the GROUND:	




	  	


���
	


Ernest Niemi, Natural Resource Economics	

	


Other lives are 
also severely 
impacted by 

clearcut forestry. 	

	


Animals, plants, fish, 
birds, fungi, creepy-

crawlies – all our lives 
intertwine.	


	

We are part of all those 

lives, and have 
responsibility for their 
continued well-being.	




Everything 
points the 

same 
direction.	


	

	

 SO���

WHY NOT ���
LONGER ���

ROTATIONS?	




The only reason we have short rotations, ���
is that timber company CEOs . . . . ���

���
(whose predecessor just logged everything ���

so HE looked good on HIS short-term profit sheet . . . .) ���
���

now want to bring in FAST cash, ���
not BEST profits, to appear good.	




Slashburns are a bad forestry practice, 
so . . . . . ���

���

 3. BAN SLASHBURNS, ���
ENCOURAGE BIOMASS OPTIONS.���

	




WHY BAN SLASHBURNS?	


*  Burning logging debris containing pesticides produces 
potentially even more toxic chemicals, and has not been 
addressed by OFPA. 	

	

*  Wind requirements for slashburns send that contaminated 
smoke – with mutagens and carcinogens causing respiratory 
illness, asthma, pneumonia, etc. – directly through our coastal 
communities. 	

	

*  The state of Washington banned most slashburns in 1991, 
reducing its use to less than 5% of forestlands.  Why has Oregon 
not acted? 	

	

*  EPA is lowering allowable limits on air quality contamination 
from small particulate mater such as in slashburn smoke.���
	

*  Long rotations give major reduction in debris generation.	

	

So it’s time for Oregon to ban the burning of logging slash-debris. ���
	

	




FOR THE LAST EIGHT YEARS, TOXIC CLOUDS ���
FROM THE WHEELER WATERSHED SLASHBURNS HAVE 

BLANKETED STREAMS AND NEARBY RESIDENTS	




And, here’s ODF’s solution to removal of driftwood ���
that set four of these homes on fire last summer.���

���

Thanks!   . . . . But NO THANKS!	


A local company has a grinder that eats 48” diameter logs, ���
and chippers to create hog fuel to create electricity.  ���

A WAY better deal!	




Woody debris has value for generating 
electricity, garden compost, soil quality, and 

other uses.  Why burn it?	




4.  PROHIBIT CLEAR-CUTS WHERE POTENTIAL EXISTS 
FOR LANDSLIDES AFFECTING ���

HOMES, COMMUNITIES, HIGHWAYS. ���
	




���
Clearcut logging ���

is a major cause of landslides. ���
	


The massive 
costs of deep- 

clearcut-
caused 

landslides 
impacting our 
communities 

and 
transportation 

systems 	

are ignored 	

in Oregon 

forestry and 
land-use 
planning 
practices.	




Almost all of 
western Oregon ���

is already ���
landslide-prone 

terrain.���
���

Volcanic ash falling on 
steep slopes became 

slippery and 
impermeable blue clay, 

creating wonderful 
landslide slip-planes.	




Landslide hazards ���
are REAL.	




Clear-cut landslide impacts ���
last 20+ years.	


With 40 year rotations, that means that HALF of all our 
forestlands are made highly vulnerable to landslides.	




5.  REPEAL PORTIONS OF OREGON’S ���
RIGHT TO FARM AND FOREST ACT ���

THAT PREVENT ALL LEGAL ACTION AGAINST 
CORPORATE FORESTRY.���

���
	
Oregon's "Right To Farm And Forest Act" unconstitutionally 

gives forestry corporations the freedom to poison our 
communities, friends, and water – with no rights to redress.	

	

	

•  A year later in Curry County, no fines collected, no financial 

assistance for medical costs or inability to work.  	


•  This was not just one single event. Other spraying issues have 
occurred at Triangle Lake, above the City of Wheeler, in Douglas 
County, and poisoning of waterways and public water supplies in 
many locations. 	




6.  ENSURE RESTITUTION TO PEOPLE POISONED 
IN CURRY COUNTY (AND ELSEWHERE) BY 

FORESTRY PESTICIDES. 	


•  Illegal mixes of herbicides, aerial sprayed over 
peoples homes rather than forestlands – multiple 
times	


•  “Inert” adherent additives caused resultant acids ���
to stick to and etch peoples’ skin, eyes, and lungs���
	


•  Inter-agency failures to respond	

	

•  Oregon laws that prevent redress���

	

The resultant harm to individuals has been great, 	

and they deserve compensation.	




7.  RAISE FORESTRY HARVEST TAXES TO LEVELS EQUAL 
TO OR ABOVE WASHINGTON, TO PROVIDE NEEDED INCOME 

TO AFFECTED LOCAL JURISDICTIONS.���
 	


Oregon!Department!of!Forestry!
!

Revenue&OpUon&to&Logging:&&
& &–&Harvest&Taxes&

9!

Oregon’s&tax&is&
dedicated&to&

industryXrelated&
acUviUes&

With&Washington’s&
system,&O&C&

counUes&would&
receive&~$40&mil.&

per&year&

!Ernest Niemi, Natural Resource Economics 	


This is a "no-brainer" alternative to "strip-mining" our forests for immediate revenue needs	

	




8.  SEPARATE ENFORCEMENT OF OREGON 
FORESTRY LAWS FROM STATE AGENCIES THAT 

ADMINISTER THEM.���
���
	


•  There is an inherent tendency to ignore and cover up 
administrative failures, lack of interaction and 
response, and regulations that are not appropriate 
to potentially harmful situations.���
	


•  Recent landslide and herbicide disasters show 
inability of multiple agencies to self-enforce and to 
work together on very complex issues.���
	


•  Avoiding need for enforcement by banning 
herbicides and going to long rotations can be a ���
far more successful approach.	




SOME RESOURCES���
with further references:���

���
���

“Time for Action on New Forestry Laws”, April 2015.���
(with detailed hyperlinked resources)���

���
"Fixing Failed Forests," April 2002.���

"Improving the Economic Value of Coastal Public Forest Lands", Dec. 
1994.���

 "Foreclosing Our Future," 12 April 2002. ���
"The Economics of Wholeness," 2002. ���

THE ECONOMICS OF TRUE SUSTAINABILITY, 2013. ���
���
���
���

Articles are available at www.tombender.org, or contact me at 
tbender@nehalemtel.net	




Tom Bender has been an architect and economist, 
Building Official of Cannon Beach, energy 
consultant to Gov. Tom McCall, and one of the 
founders of the green architecture and 
sustainability movements.  The "Factor-10 
Economics" he developed in the 1970s achieves 
order-of-magnitude improvements in economic 
effectiveness.   Austria, the Netherlands, and 
Norway have publicly committed to the principles, 
which have been endorsed by the European Union 
as the new paradigm for sustainable development.  
The OECD environmental ministers, the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development, 
and United Nations Environmental Program have 
urged adoption of Factor Ten goals.	



